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【PRESS RELEASE】 
 

Peach Orchard in the Valley – Xu Hong  
Opening：Sunday, June 4 2017 16:00-18:00 

Duration：June 4 –July 23 2017  

Venue：Amy Li Gallery（No.54 Caochangdi, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China） 
 

Amy Li Gallery is proud to present Peach Orchard in the Valley, the first solo exhibition in Amy Li 
Gallery with Xu Hong. The exhibition presents 22 pieces of his works, includes sketches, the 
series of drawer and paintings, which shows a new vision of Xu Hong's creation through different 
art forms.   
 
The "Peach Blossom Spring" from "The Deep Valley of Peach Blossom Spring" is a place with a 
fountain source, and it points to a direction. As Xu Hong said, "by following the stream one can 
find the Valley of the Land of Peach Blossoms". Tao Yuanming's "Peach Blossom Spring 
Memories" is depicting an earthly paradise as the ideal world to express feelings of reclusion. 
Following the spread of the pseudo-concept of economic integration brought by "globalization", 
and the swift interconnection by the Internet of industrial new media junk culture, our new 
problems effectively solve our old ones, we absorb all this fast food-like knowledge as a quick fix 
in front of us in all complacency, feeling satisfied we live in an Utopia, which is in the "Peach 
Blossom Spring Memories" manufactured by the media and freedom of expression, and here no 
one is spared. The "peach Blossom spring" is not only a realistic portrayal, but also a spiritual 
world, an ideal depiction of society, multi-faceted with the qualities of the spirit of learning, 
which is also the desire of the human spirit to convert and the inner noble spirit of our core. 
 
Born in 1970, Xu Hong experienced the most unique changes in China, where everyone is an 
independent individual, yet cannot ignore the impact of the four decades of political, economic 
and cultural influence. Such as from the 1970's when life was relatively simple, until the 1980's 
when the country began to reform and open up, and then to the 1990's which brought financial 
prosperity, which produced both an indelible happiness and sadness. After the euphoria, people 
began to reflect on distress and pain. Xu Hong combines the experience of wealth and complex 
feelings together in his paintings, through the formation of the "middle class living space" series 
of works. But in the "Peach blossom Valley", the creative space of the painting has been 
transformed from an "indoor" setting into a "landscape" which is very delightful, but this change 
did not just happened to Xu Hong's own mentality, just as the fast pace of social development 
happening today, people slowly choose from an "introspective recluse" approach to find 
themselves in "the Land of Peach Blossoms" 
 
In the works of "Walk in the Mountain", "Overlooking the Mountain", "Walk around Mountain", 
the dim and faint colors recall the dreamlike and colorless atmosphere of memories. The 
recurring image of a man wearing a hat as well as background figures are a tribute to the typical 
Magritte style characters, the surrealist techniques create an unstable portrait of uneasiness, 
suspense and dream. Hidden or blurred faces, side by side or according to the layout of the 
characters, the painting produces an inexplicable Hitchcock style feeling of suspense, where the 
audience is not taken in by the visual composition of the pictured scenes, but by an inexplicable 
feeling of familiarity and resonance. The mottled pictures don't allow us to see anything concrete, 
but also let us doubt the authenticity of the surroundings. They and the characters in the picture 
together participate in the suspense of the set and it's completion.  
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Xu Hong's largest work, "Peach Orchard in the Valley No.2" depicts mountains, dead trees; 
different characters and the three aspects of the composition make the whole picture. Xu Hong 
put these elements in Chinese landscape paintings and the painting of different images cause’s 
different feelings to reflect their role in the painting. People symbolize the "visual guide", 
mountains symbolize "history", and dead wood represent "memory." Unlike Western classical oil 
paintings of still life which depict the declining mourning of death with images of withered dead 
trees; although sad, yet it contains a "healing sadness" which reflects growth, decline, the cycle of 
life and death that brings the birth of a new life, more as an experience to understand the 
"eternal". Similarly, "memory" is not only a record of the past, but also the link of a cultural 
spiritual heritage. 
 
Using Western concepts to express the language of the East, blurred in the Taoist notions of 
so-called "truth" and "reality", makes cutting to the chase become constantly chaotic. However, in 
such confusion and chaos, perhaps the scholar's spiritual hope could be that the fine line 
between "truth" and "reality" is in the depths of the "Peach Blossom Land"? 
 
The exhibition continues until 23rd of July, 2017 
 

Xu Hong 
1970   Born in Chongqing, Sichuan Province, China 
1993   Graduated from Department of Fine Arts, Nanjing University of the Arts  
Works and lives in Nanjing, China. 
 
SOLO EXHIBITION (Selcet) 
2017   Peach Orchard in the Valley, Amy Li Gallery, Beijing 
2015   KSANA : XU HONG & QIN AI, Today Art Museum, Beijing 
2013   The Morning after a Party, Zhuzi Arts Center, Nanjing 
2013  Story of Life, 9 Art Space, Beijing 
 
GROUP EXHIBITION (Selcet) 
2016   Zao Hua– Chinese Contemporary Art Exhibition, Salamanca Arts Centre, Tasmania; 

204 Art Space, Melbourne; C's Gallery, Sydney, Australia 
Interiorities, LinBART, Shanghai 
Dimensions, The Avant-garde Contemporary Art Center, Nanjing 
Nanshan South, Guangzhou, CH; Basilica di Santa Maria del Fiore, Firenze, IT 

2015  Image Research Room (No.2): Concept and Language in Painting Process, Right View Art 
Museum, Beijing 

       Ruins of reality, misguided visions, Amy Li Gallery, Beijing 
Anonymous Exhibition: A Visual Game Dominated by Small-sized Works, SZ Art Center, 
Beijing 

2014   Keyi Arts Festival II, Keyi Art Museum, Nanjing 
       The Blend: Academic and Contemporary Art Exhibition, Fangshan Art Camp, Nanjing 
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